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Abstract—A low-power content-addressable memory (CAM)
using a differential match line (ML) sense amplifier is proposed
in this work. The proposed self-disabled sensing technique can
choke the charge current fed into the ML right after the matching
comparison is generated. Instead of using typical NOR/NAND-type
CAM cells with the single-ended ML, the proposed novel NAND
CAM cell with the differential ML design can boost the speed
of comparison without sacrificing power consumption. In addition, the 9-T CAM cell with disabled read-out circuit provides
the complete write, read, and comparison functions to refresh
the data and verify its correctness before searching. The CAM
with the proposed technique is implemented on silicon to justify
the performance by using a standard 0.13-μm complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor process. The energy consumption of
the searching process is 1.872 fJ/bit/search.
Index Terms—Content-addressable memories (CAMs), match
line sense amplifier (MLSA), NAND-type CAM cell, self-disabled.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

UE to the rapid expanding of networking demands, highspeed data search capability is an important issue for
many applications, i.e., lookup tables, databases, associative
computing, and data compression. However, high-speed data
searching dissipates much energy to compare the input data,
i.e., the key, with the stored data [1]. Many methods to compare
the key with the stored data have been proposed, including
[2]–[4]. The content-addressable memory (CAM) approach has
been considered as a better solution than others in terms of cost
and speed.
In literature, fully parallel comparison architectures of CAM
might cause huge power consumption. One of the major power
dissipation sources is caused by the charging of the match line
(ML) in this kind of architectures. However, many techniques
have been developed based on the NOR-type CAM to reduce
the power consumption and attain high-speed demand. For
instance, [5] proposed to limit the swing voltage of MLs to
reduce the power consumption of MLs. Particularly, in [6], a
precomputation-based CAM technique was employed to reduce
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Fig. 1. Typical NAND-type CAM.

the number of activated MLs. Arsovski and Sheikholeslami
[7] proposed a mismatch-dependent technique to allocate less
power in the mismatched MLs to reduce the static power.
Then, the power dissipation during the searching process will
efficiently be reduced, and the searching speed will be kept.
Not only was the NOR-type CAM adopted to construct the
CAM cell but a NAND-type CAM was also used in a serial
ML switch structure in [8]. However, the searching speed of
the NAND-type CAM was found to be slower than that of the
NOR-type CAM. Nevertheless, the performance of these prior
techniques encounters a limitation. That is, the power and speed
will be dominated by the “match” or “mismatch” of a dummy
word circuit. The consequence is unavoidable power wastage
during the search process after comparison.
Two prior typical CAM designs, i.e., the NAND and
NOR types, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Block M
is a memory cell to store the data bit, which can be replaced by
any type of memory cell. For instance, it is composed of two
cross-coupled inverters, such as the SRAM cell. Moreover, no
matter what the state of the MLs (ML_Ai and ML_Oi ) is, the
ML sense amplifiers (MLSAs) sense the voltage change on the
MLs to resolve the comparison result of each word. Obviously,
the NAND-type CAM cell consumes the lower power and longer
searching time, because the ML is discharged through a long
transistor chain. By contrast, the power consumption of the
NOR-type CAM cell is higher than that of the NAND -type
CAM cell at the cost of high speed. The discharge paths in the
NOR-type CAM cell are all parallel such that the speed is fast at
the expense of high power consumption.
Two typical MLSAs are used in the prior NAND- and
NOR-type CAMs, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
1) Precharging-Type MLSA: The precharging operation is
executed before comparison. MLSA with the precharging
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Fig. 2. Typical NOR-type CAM.

circuit charges the ML (e.g., ML_Ai and ML_Oi , respectively, in Figs. 1 and 2) or a capacitor before comparison
and then senses the voltage drop on ML to generate
the comparison result. This kind of MLSAs can easily reduce the power consumption by limiting the voltage precharged in the precharging circuit. However, the
precharging design is suffered from the charge-sharing
effect among CAM cells.
2) Charging-Type MLSA: The other type of MLSA charges
the ML during the searching process. This type of MLSA
can speed up the searching process by increasing the
charging current. However, the penalty is that the charging current will consume additional power until the end
of searching process, even if the match result has been
determined.
This brief proposed a self-disabled sensing technique to
reduce power consumption by choking the charging current.
Not only is the choking current design carried out in this work
but a read-out circuit is also added to the CAM to verify the correctness of the stored data before searching. By comparison, the
performance of the proposed CAM is significantly lower than
that of the prior investigations. The minimum power reduction,
compared with that of several prior works, is 15.827%.

every 9-T CAM is accompanied by a decoupled read-out
circuit. The compare circuit is a metal–oxide–semiconductor
switch of the current path between MLi and SMLi, which
will be discussed in the following section. The decoupled readout circuit is triggered to verify the correctness of the data bit
QB stored in the CAM cell before the searching process. In
order to reduce power dissipation, the supply voltage of the
proposed CAM cell is dropped to 1 V. (The normal supply
voltage of typical 0.13 μm process is 1.2 V.) However, low
voltage supply causes many problems, e.g., poor static noise
margin (SNM), poor writing capability, limited number of cells
per bit-line, and poor bit-line sensing margin of the memory
cell. Thus, the decoupled readout circuit is needed to resolve
the aforementioned problems to ensure the data readability. The
operation of the proposed CAM cell is described here.
1) Before the read operation: RWLi is logic 0. MRP is
turned on to precharge the node RL. MR1 and MR3 are
off to keep RBLi stable. In other words, the current
path via MR2 and MR3 is shut off. RBLi is isolated
from QB.
2) During the read operation: The “read” operation is proceeded when RWLi is pulled up to logic 1. MRP is
turned off. MR3 is turned on, and the state of RL is the
same as node Q. For instance, when QB = 1, RL will
be discharged by MR2 and MR3 such that RL = logic 0
will appear at RBLi through MR1. If QB = 0, MR2 is
turned off, and RBLi = RL = 1 through MR1.
Thus, SNM during the read operation is retained such that
the cell node is decoupled from the RBLi. Since the SNM,
i.e., the bit-line sensing margin of the read-out function and
the DMLSA, is maintained, the supply voltage of the proposed
CAM can be reduced more than 20% (The 1.2 V supply voltage
is dropped down to 1.0 V) to save the power consumption. The
energy for per search (EfS) and area of the decoupled readout circuit and the proposed 9-T CAM cell are found to be
0.688 (fJ/bit/search) and 2.90 × 6.97 μm2 , respectively, by allprocess, voltage and temperature (PVT)-corner simulations.
B. Differential NAND CAM

II. CAM U SING S ELF -D ISABLED S ENSING
Fig. 3 shows the proposed CAM architecture, where block C
and block DMLSA denote the CAM cell and differential
MLSAs (DMLSAs), respectively. The prototype CAM is
128 words × 32 bits. The Search Word Register loads the search
key and feeds it into all the CAM cells. Each of the DMLSA
charges the ML and senses the voltage variation to generate the
match signal, which is sent to the Address Encoder. In general,
there is only one word or no match with the search key to enable
the Address Encoder to generate the corresponding address
code or a no-match signal after the searching process. The
details of these blocks will be revealed later in the following
section.
A. 9-T CAM Cell With Decoupled Read-Out Circuit
Fig. 4 shows the proposed 9-T CAM cell, which is composed
of a typical 6-T SRAM cell and a compare circuit. Notably,

To resolve the design dilemma of the prior NOR-type and
I, we propose a difFig. 5. Notably, MSi
is turned on only if BLi and Q are logically opposite. That
is, SMLi will be charged by MLi when the search key is
opposite to the corresponding bit of the word. The voltage drop
between MLi and SMLi will be sensed by the DMLSA. The
speed of the comparison will be fastened by parallel charging
paths. Most important of all, the dc grounding path is removed
to reduce the static power consumption.
NAND -type CAMs described in Section
ferential NAND-type CAM, as shown in

C. DMLSA
The detailed schematic of the proposed DMLSA for our
differential NAND-type CAM is shown in Fig. 6. The DMLSA
senses the voltage on the MLi and SMLi to tell if the
word is “match” or “mismatch,” and then automatically disables the charge path to save the power. Notably, a reset
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Architecture of the proposed CAM.

Fig. 6. DMLSA.

Fig. 4.

9-T CAM cell and the associated decoupled read-out circuit.

Fig. 7. Postlayout simulation results of DMLSA, given a “mismatch.”

Fig. 5.

Proposed differential NAND CAM cell.

signal SEARCH_EN will set the DMLSA into an initial state,
where MLi = SMLi = 0 and SP = 0 before the searching
process. The detailed operation of DMLSA in the searching
process is described here.
1) “Mismatch”: Before the searching process SP = 0,
SEARCH = SEARCH_EN is pulled to high at the beginning of the searching process. Then, MN1 is turned on
to charge the MLi such that KP will be discharged but
not totally pulled down to 0. If there is any “mismatch”

CAM cell, MSi is turned on to make a current path
between MLi and SMLi such that SMLi will be
charged by MLi. When the voltage of SMLi is high
enough to turn off MP3, the voltage of KP will be pulled
down such that MATCHB is equal to logic 1, indicating
the comparison result of the word = “mismatch”. By two
feedback paths, MATCHB turns MN3 on and MP1 off,
respectively, such that the current path of MP1 is shut off
to choke the charge current of MLi and SP is discharged
via MN3 to turn off MN1. The former constitutes a
positive loop from MATCHB to KP through MN3 and
MN2, which more quickly pulls down KP. Therefore,
the power consumption is reduced after the searching
process. The simulation of this “mismatch” scenario is
revealed in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 10.

Searching time versus mismatch bit number.

Fig. 11.

Power versus mismatch bit number.

Fig. 12.

Measurement result of the proposed CAM.

Fig. 8. Postlayout simulation results of DMLSA, given all “match.”

Fig. 9. Die photo of the proposed CAM.

2) “Match”: If all of the CAM cells are “match,” MLi
and SMLi are isolated without any current path. The
voltage difference between MLi and SMLi creates an
output current of the differential pair (MP2 and MP3)
to charge the KP and SP. As soon as KP is charged
to high, MATCHB becomes logic 0, indicating that the
comparison is a “match.” After the SP is raised to high,
SEARCH will equal to logic 0 and turn off MN1 to
choke the charge current to MLi. The simulation of this
“match” scenario is shown in Fig. 8.
In short, the charge current to MLi will be choked after the result of comparison has been decided, regardless
what the result is.
III. I MPLEMENTATION AND M EASUREMENT
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company standard
0.13 1P6M μm CMOS technology is used to carry out the
proposed differential NAND-type CAM. Fig. 9 shows the die
photo of the proposed CAM. By on-chip measurements, when
the mismatch count is increased, the searching time and power
consumption will gradually be reduced, as shown in Figs. 10
and 11, respectively.
Fig. 12 shows the measurement waveforms by using the
Angilant 93000 SOC Test System to justify the correctness of
our design. The stored data have previously been written into
the CAM array. Work_mode_0_ and Work_mode_1_ are the
control signals to select the search or the write/read operation.
If Work_mode_0_ = 0 and Work_mode_1_ = 0, the search key
is input to Data_in. When Work_mode_0_ and Work_mode_1_
are both high at the same time, the key will be compared to the

CAM data bits. If the key is matched with any word, Match
is equal to 1. On the other hand, Match will become 0. The
power consumption of the prototype chip is 6.806 mW at a
clock = 250 MHz.
The performance comparison of the proposed CAM design
with several prior designs is shown in Table I. The proposed
CAM has the best normalized EfS and the second best in
terms of a figure of merit. Notably, the proposed CAM can
be operated at 1.0 V, which is lower than the standard supply
voltage (1.2 V) of the typical 0.13-μm CMOS process. It also
meets the recent demand of low-voltage design.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON W ITH P RIOR W ORK

IV. C ONCLUSION
A low-power self-disable sensing technique for CAMs has
been proposed in this brief. By using the proposed choking current method to reduce the unnecessary dc currents, the power
consumption is significantly reduced. Moreover, the comparison process has been accelerated by a positive loop to reduce
the unwanted power dissipation. In addition, the decoupled
read-out circuit has verified the data before searching, even if
the supply voltage is reduced for the sake of power saving.
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